1 Overview

The BlueSMiRF is a ‘black box’ wireless serial link operating in the 2.4GHz unlicensed band. The link is composed of two units. The base unit is a Bluetooth USB dongle that attaches to any Windows computer via USB, eliminating the need for an external power connection. This is a retail Bluetooth device—any Bluetooth device can talk with the new BlueSMiRF!

The remote unit (small, unpackaged device) can be powered from 3V up to 10V for easy battery attachment. One USB dongle can talk to up to 8 individual BlueSMiRF (remotes). A large number (<1000) of Bluetooth devices can operate in the same environment without link degradation.

The link can handle full-duplex data rates from 9600bps all the way up to 115200bps with a range of 200-300ft. The BlueSMiRF firmware buffers incoming and outgoing data, and has full error checking and guarantees packet delivery. With a built in antenna and real-time, on-the-fly configuration the BlueSMiRF was designed to be a powerful and simple to use wireless link.
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The BlueSMiRF is the newest member of our Serial Radios. Based on powerful Bluetooth technology, this latest serial cable replacement is smaller, faster, and more reliable than ever before. New features include a size that is 70% smaller than the original SMiRF, extended ranges to 100 meters, data rates up to 200,000bps, and full-duplex with hardware flow control.

This document was written to explain the interface and protocol requirements for the BlueSMiRF USB Powered Wireless link. Please report typos, inaccuracies, and especially unclear explanations to us at spark@sparkfun.com. Suggestions for improvements are welcome and greatly valued.

Recent wireless technology has come a long way. Unfortunately, this has been limited to the computer market in way of PCMCIA, PCI, and
USB based devices. The average embedded hobbyist does not need, and many times has difficulties implementing something as complex as an 802.11g stack on their simple design. All one really needs is a ‘black box’ of sorts to get serial data from point A to point B. That’s where the BlueSMiRF shines.

The BlueSMiRF was designed to be as seamless as possible. By plugging in the base unit into any USB port, the base unit gains the needed power and the serial interface connection to the computer. The remote unit can be powered in any system from 3-10V and interfaces at baud rates between 9600-115200bps. Any character you pass into either unit will appear at the output of the opposing unit. No external antenna is needed. No buffering or error detection is needed. It’s all built in!

BlueSMiRF v1.0 offers significant improvements over previous SMiRF versions. The overall protocol is now handled by a Bluetooth module. This module has a higher power output and much greater error checking abilities improving the overall reliability of the link. Even in noisy RF environments we are able to use the BlueSMiRF over longer distances and faster speeds than the original SMiRF.

2 The BlueSMiRF Connection

After going through the manufacturer's setup, there will be a funny little blue icon in the lower right of the menu bar:

Right click on that, then left click on "Start Using Bluetooth". After a few generic prompts, you'll run into this one:

By default, "Bluetooth Serial Port" should come up with a check already in the box. But if there isn't one there, put one there before proceeding. Once that's done, the setup should finish within a few more prompts that you can just click through.

Once you're to that point, power up the BlueSMiRF module (3-10V is acceptable). Power is the only connection you need right now. Right click on the little blue icon again and follow the menus like so:
Click on "Quick Connect" to "Bluetooth Serial Port" to "Find Devices". After a minute or so of searching, you should see this:

If it comes up empty, hit "Refresh". Sometimes it takes a few tries to find the other module. When it does come up, double click on it to make a connection. Shortly thereafter, you'll see this:

Clicking on this prompt brings up:

This is where you enter the PIN of the BR-SC11A. In the datasheet, you'll find that the default value of the PIN is "default". That's handy. Put it in and hit "OK".

The last prompt you'll see is:

Windows assigns a com port to your USB Bluetooth module (Com 20 in my case!). Open up Hyperterminal (or the terminal program of your choice) to the appropriate port, 9600/8/N/1, and you're good to go!

3 The Remote BlueSMiRF

3.1 Pin Connections

The remote BlueSMiRF has a standard .1" spaced header located at the end of the board. The right angle header allows the ceramic antenna better orientation. Six connections are available, only four are needed for minimal operation:
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PWR : 3-10V Power
GND : Ground

TX-O : Transmit from the BlueSMiRF - Serial Output. Normally connected to the RX Pin on any microcontroller or equivalent UART.

RX-I : Receive into the BlueSMiRF - Serial Input. Normally connected to the TX Pin on any microcontroller or equivalent UART.

CTS-I : Clear-To-Send into the BlueSMiRF. Used for hardware flow control. Connect to RTS if not used.

RTS-O : Ready-To-Send from the BlueSMiRF. Used for hardware flow control. Connect to CTS if not used.

Warning: If you power the remote board with greater than 10V, you will run the risk of damaging the onboard voltage regulator. It may work for awhile, but higher voltages will shorten the lifespan of the part.

Note: All pins are VDD tolerant. This means that the BlueSMiRF can interface to 5V logic, 3.3V logic, and even 6.82V logic. Onboard MOSFETs translate the onboard 3.3V to whatever voltage you power the unit to. If you power the unit with 5V, the unit will output 5V for a logic high, 0V for a logic low, and can tolerate logic high levels into the input pins up to +5V.

3.2 Physical Dimensions

The BlueSMiRF radio measures 1.7” by 0.6” (43x15mm) and weighs 2grams.

3.3 Transceiver Range

We’ve been extremely happy with the BlueSMiRF range indoors. We can transmit through 50ft. of walls, general housing pipes, and metal doors. Open air range (line of sight) is an impressive 300ft. from a 3.3V device!

3.4 Current Consumption

When a remote BlueSMiRF is powered up for the first time, consumption is 48mA. Once a Bluetooth serial connection to the USB unit is established, current consumption is 24.8mA when idle. Sending a constant stream of data, current consumption was measured to be 33mA.

Recommended Current Reduction : The 48mA stand-by consumption can be reduced to 2mA average by sending the following command to the remote unit :

ATSW21,2560,11,2560,11<cr>
OK

This command changes the scan interval and will affect the inquiry and connection times. Factory default is ATSW21,1024,512,1024,512. More information can be found on page 14 and 29 of the BlueRadios AT command set. This command is recorded to nonvolatile memory and is retained after a power-cycle.

3.2 CTS/RTS Jumper

There are two types of BlueSMiRF remotes. The Remote-Basic has a four pin interface with CTS and RTS tied together. The Remote-Extended has a six pin interface with CTS and RTS hardware flow control pins brought out. There is a solder jumper on the back side of the Remote-Extended labeled J1. J1 can be shorted with a small blob of solder connecting RTS and CTS together. If J1 is jumpered, these pins can be cut off the unit or can be left open for normal, non-hardware flow controlled, operation.
Optional Current Reduction: The overall average current consumption can be reduced to 3mA by issuing a SNIFF command to the BlueSMiRF:

```
ATSNIFF,1000,100,6,100<cr>
OK
```

This command is not recorded to memory and must be re-issued on every power cycle. The SNIFF command allows the BlueSMiRF to go into sleep mode when no data is being transmitted. There is significant data latency when this command is used. More information can be found on page 28 of the BlueRadios AT command set.

### 3.5 Byte Gaps and Data Latency

The way Bluetooth is designed and operates, random byte gaps of 5msec to 20msec are common. Packet size will vary from transmission to transmission. The faster the UART speed the smaller the byte gap delay.

When a Bluetooth connection is made the radio modem goes into regular data mode per the power-up factor default settings. This enables the user to remotely configure the radio settings via a remote RF Bluetooth connection. Basically you can setup the radio so no commands are required to be sent from the embedded side of the radios UART. This will prevent the need for special software configuration of the BlueSMiRF module by your embedded system.

### 4 Configuration

#### 4.1 Configuration Mode

Configuring the units (base/remote) can be done from either unit - they will communicate with each other to reconfigure the link. The easiest way to do this is to install both units with the base unit attached to the USB port and the remote unit powered. Once a Bluetooth serial connection is established, you will be able to enter the configuration mode by sending three + characters and a carriage return. Please note that the BlueRadio module does not echo local characters.

```
+++<cr>
OK
```

Any command is now sent to the remote BlueSMiRF. For example, sending the string:

```
ATSN,SparkFun<cr>
OK
```

You have now renamed your remote BlueSMiRF to SparkFun from the Computer interface! We can double check this by sending the string:

```
ATSI,2<cr>
OK
```

SparkFun

Sure enough! Now how do we get out of configuration mode and back to passing data?

```
ATMD<cr>
OK
```

After the ATMD command, we get an ‘OK’ and everything we type after that is sent to the remote.

#### 4.2 Setting the Baud Rate

There are quite a few commands contained in the BlueRadios AT Command Set datasheet. One of the most important commands is setting the input and output baud rate of your BlueSMiRF. You can set the UART speed remotely by going into configuration mode and then sending the ATSW20 command:

```
+++<cr>
OK
ATSW20,236,0,0,1<cr>
```

The important thing to note here is that there is no response from the ATSW20 command. Every character after the carriage return is sent at the specified baud rate—57600bps in our example. You can now close the connection and reopen it at the specified baud rate. There is no need to power cycle the remote unit and this command has the ‘1’ option of being stored in non-volatile memory.
4.3 Fast Mode

Finally, if you need as much data bandwidth as possible, you may want to set the BlueSMiRF into Fast Data Mode. You can do this from the computer by entering configuration mode then send the ATMF command:

```
+++<cr>
OK
ATMF<cr>
OK
```

The unit will respond with ‘OK’. All following characters are passed to the remote unit as if in normal data mode (there is no need to exit configuration mode with the ATMD command).

**Warning:** Once in this mode, all configuration characters (‘+’) will be ignored and passed as normal data. There is no way to reconfigure the remote unit once Fast Mode is entered. The remote unit can be reset with a power-cycle. Once the remote unit has been reset, the data mode returns to normal (‘+++’ configuration command is recognized).

The maximum bandwidth is 200Kbps in fast mode and 60Kbps in regular data mode.

5 Firmware

5.1 BlueSMiRF Firmware

One of the main reasons for moving to Bluetooth on the latest SMiRF revision was for size and complexity of the firmware. All firmware is built into the Bluetooth module. The firmware is developed by a team of engineers at BlueRadios, Inc and has been field proven in millions of Bluetooth devices. There may be firmware revisions over time with changes documented in the following sections.